Shape the future
of financial
technology. Join us.

We are in the process of extending our software platform DECIDE, using
innovative modules for modeling/displaying the entire lifecycle of securities and
stock exchange processes. For our Hamburg office, we are looking for a

Quantitative
Support Analyst (m/f/d)*
Your roles and responsibilities
	A ssist the departments of risk control and trading concerning the
implementation and integration of PDV‘S pricing and risk analytics software
solution DECIDE-Risk.
	Work through the support issues associated with all risk and pricing topics.
Escalate to the financial engineers and development team when necessary
	Provide direct second level support regarding risk and pricing topics
	A ssist the project team answering quantitative questions
	Identify and assist troubleshooting concerning issues in DECIDE-Risk.
Recreate customer environments where necessary to reproduce and analyse
issues prior to escalation to the development team
	Provide DECIDE-Risk presentation and training to clients
	Documentation support concerning DECIDE-Risk implementation projects

pdv Financial Software GmbH
We develop the future. Based on DECIDE,
the modern end-to-end software platform
for the capital market, we support banks,
brokers and stock exchanges to success
fully drive their digital transformation.
For over 25 years, we have brought
innovative solutions for the financial
industry to market, enabling our clients
to keep ahead of the competition and
to benefit today from technologies and
applications which will set tomorrow’s
standards. Currently we are 70 highly
motivated professionals and want to grow
our team. Get aboard!

Your skills and competencies
	Master’s degree in Finance, Financial Engineering or related degree, plus
minimum 2 years of experience regarding financial software applications
Experience should include the following but may be gained concurrently:
	A broad understanding of risk management and business processes in
financial institutions
	E xperience concerning the parametrization of a software system
	Financial modelling experience
	E xperience in a client facing role
	Willingness to face changing requirements
	A good command of German (or: willingness to do the support in German,
good command of the German language in 6 month)

What we offer
 hallenging, interesting and versatile tasks while working with state-of-the
C
art, innovative software and system technologies
Room for creativity and personal achievement
E xcellent prospects for personal development and assumption
of responsibility
E xtensive support and introductory training provided by a highly motivated,
professional team in a pleasant working atmosphere
Open, dialog-oriented corporate culture, fast decision routes
Flextime policy
A n easily accessible work location in a prestigious Hamburg neighborhood

Contact

Anja Ramcke
Phone: +49 40 554378-683
karriere@pdv-fs.de

pdv Financial Software GmbH

Is this what you’re after?
Then our team is your place to be! We’re looking forward to receiving your
application, including salary expectations and the earliest possible entry date. In
case you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact us by phone or via e-mail.

*Skills is what matters.

Dorotheenstraße 64
22301 Hamburg
www.pdv-fs.de

